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No.

1

Section

New Fiction

Author

Awolusi, Danuta

2

New Fiction

Bonda,
Katarzyna

3

New Fiction

Bunda, Martyna

4

New Fiction

Czmochowska,
Magdalena

Title

Description

Binding

ISBN

Publisher

Macochy

Sisters Nadia and Anita haven't been in
touch for years after a family conflict drove
them apart. They both live with their
partners who have children from previous
relationships, and one day they meet at a
support group for women struggling to
bond with their stepchildren. Is it possible
to really love someone else's child?

pb

9788381691475

Proszynski
Media

10/09/2019 £15.99

A multilayered crime novel about struggle
and guilt, crime and love. Igor, who
escaped from Kazakhstan, meets a
Milosc leczy rany
woman he wants to marry. But what
secrets from his past is he hiding from her?
Can she protect him from his past?

pb

9788328712645

Muza

30/10/2019 £16.99

pb

9788308069288

pb

9788328353275

Kot niebieski

An engaging historical novel the plot of
which stretches between the 14th century
and the modern day.

Hailed the Polish Bridget Jones, this
amusing novel revolves around the daily
Cholerna ksiazka struggles of Maryska - divorced mother of
two teenagers who simply has no luck, and
especially not when it comes to men.

Date

Price

Wydawnictwo
18/09/2019 £15.99
Literackie

Helion

05/11/2019 £15.99
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5

6

7

8

9

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

2

A post-apocalyptic novel on which Netflix
based their 'Into the Night' series. As
radiation eradicates all life from the surface
Starosc aksolotla
of the Earth, a few people manage to copy
their digitalised minds into machines. But
did they also manage to save their souls?

hb

9788308069394

Kinga's orderly life becomes complicated
when she falls for an old friend at the
school reunion. He convinces her to leave
her husband and start anew, but when she
does, things get even more complicated.
Can she fix her mistakes and avoid tragic
consequences?

pb

9788380758193

Filia

18/09/2019 £15.99

Fobia, Anna

Anaid is haunted by her dark past. The
only place she feels peaceful is in the arms
Anaid. Niezwykly
of Calum. The better they get to know each
Umysl
other, the more they realise they must
have met before, in another place and life.

pb

9788366425064

WasPos

10/10/2019 £14.99

Fox, Marta

When Marta, a mother and wife living a
peaceful, happy life, decides to publish her
photography works online, she receives a
Ten pierwszy raz
message from Damian - her first love, who
w Ornecie
still remembers the summer they spent
together in Ornet. Will he turn her life
upside down?

pb

9788381108706

Sonia Draga

09/10/2019 £15.99

An intense crime novel built around the
investigation into the murder of a woman,
whose body was found by a passerby. A
suspect is quickly identified and arrested,
but the more information the detectives
get, the more questions arise.

pb

9788380742314

Bukowy Las

16/10/2019 £14.99

Dukaj, Jacek

Fabisinska,
Liliana

Fryzel, Milosz

Obok niej

Marsz w mrok

Wydawnictwo
30/10/2019 £16.99
Literackie
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10

New Fiction

Gargas,
Gabriela &
Marcel Wozniak

11

New Fiction

GutowskaAdamczyk,
Malgorzata

New Fiction

Guzowska,
Marta

12

13

14

New Fiction

New Fiction

Hen, Maciej

Kaminski,
Jaroslaw

3

Tysiac obsesji

He is everything she's ever wanted. She is
everything he cannot have. When pictures
of the lovers reach the internet, no one
expects what consequences their love
affair will bring.

pb

9788308069400

Cukiernia pod
Amorem: Jedna z
nas

In this part of the bestselling family saga,
old friends are brought back together by
the mysterious death of a family member.

pb

9788381691567

Proszynski
Media

15/10/2019 £15.99

Rok szczura

In a world where people can sense an
impending crisis, you can never be sure
who to trust. Are old friends still friends
after 20 years? Who can you rely on?

pb

9788366195271

Skarpa
Warszawska

22/10/2019 £15.99

As Marek hovers on the verge of
bankruptcy, two solicitors contact him
Deutsch dla
about a property in Romania that used to
srednio
belong to his family. In order to claim it, he
zaawansowanych must collect old family documents and so
he sets out on a journey through the
complicated past of his ancestors.

pb

9788308068786

Wydawnictwo
04/09/2019 £16.99
Literackie

Sylwia is struggling to cope with guilt and
sorrow after her teenage daughter
committed suicide. Amongst the followers
of her online profile where she shares her
trauma is a mysterious user who's willing
to reveal some information about Sylwia's
daughter's online life…

pb

9788328071353

Psy pozra cialo
Jezebel

Wydawnictwo
30/10/2019 £15.99
Literackie

W.A.B.

16/10/2019 £16.99
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16

New Fiction

New Fiction

Kieres, Tomasz

Krajewski,
Marek

4

Nie pozwol mu
odejsc

She left for a journey to get a new
perspective on her complicated past, he
was forced to leave his past life behind.
When they fall in love in a summer resort,
they know their relationship cannot last,
that they will have to let each other go…

pb

9788380758216

Filia

18/09/2019 £15.99

Mock: Golem

In order to find little Rosemary who has
gone missing, and to deal with his alcohol
problems, Mock takes on a perilous
detective job. He doesn't know he is being
followed by some dangerous people. A
thriller set in 1920s.

pb

9788324059119

Znak

16/10/2019 £15.99

pb

9788376868486

Jaguar

23/10/2019 £14.99

17

New Fiction

Krauze,
Magdalena

Zaufaj mi jeszcze
raz

After Igor's secrets came to light, his
relationship with Paulina started to fall
apart. Feeling cheated and hurt, she
leaves for a mountain town where, to her
surprise, she meets Adam. Can his
experience and kindness give her a new
perspective on life?

18

New Fiction

Ligocka, Roma

Jeden dobry
dzien

An emotional novel about friendship and
illness that slowly takes away the person
closest to your heart.

hb

9788308069448

Wydawnictwo
30/10/2019 £14.99
Literackie

Login

A cyberthriller showing the dark secrets
one can discover through analysing the
data stored on the devices and accounts
we all use every day.

pb

9788308062111

Wydawnictwo
04/09/2019 £16.99
Literackie

19

New Fiction

Lipko, Tomasz
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20

21

22

23

24

5

New Fiction

Rafal - an inspector in a secret institution is in charge of making sure that
philosophical thought does not put society
Zakazana historia
Mazur, Tomasz
in danger. Day after day, he removes the
filozofów
works of the greatest philosophers from
mainstream culture, until he meets Monika,
who changes his ideas completely.

pb

9788324059089

Znak

28/08/2019 £16.99

New Fiction

She was just about to finish marking her
students' homework when she felt a
strange numbness in her fingers. Very
soon, with a terrible headache and other
symptoms, she ends up in hospital, where
doctors are puzzled. She has to learn to be
a good patient while also investigating her
health issue on her own, trying to find the
answer and the cure.

pb

9788324070183

Znak

02/10/2019 £16.99

Beata cannot cope with the death of her
husband. When therapy fails, she decides
to look for peace and help in a new centre
for women in a remote village.
Wszystkojednosc
Unfortunately, it turns out the local
community is not happy with the arriving
strangers and soon violent incidents
occur…

pb

9788388141249

Szafa

15/09/2019 £14.99

Sitwa

Secret agent Grosicki is sent to Silesia to
investigate a financial affair which, even
though it has seemingly been solved, turns
out to be more complex than anyone
anticipated.

pb

9788328711945

Muza

30/10/2019 £15.99

Koniec
samotnosci

A sequel to a bestselling novel. This time
Kuba and Nadia meet online, just as
Kuba's parents did years earlier. Their
relations are very different though, and are
going to take on even faster pace…

pb

9788380323650

Wielka Litera

02/10/2019 £15.99

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

Morska, Izabela

Sobaszek,
Grzegorz

Swist, Paulina

Wisniewski,
Janusz Leon

Znikanie
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25

New Fiction

Zulczyk, Jakub

Czarne slonce

A dystopian novel about the future of
Poland where all enemies of the state,
freethinkers and all the 'others' are
ruthlessly eliminated from society.

26

Translations

Abbs, Annabel

Joyce Girl

Translation of 'The Joyce Girl'.

pb

9788327716620

Mando

18/09/2019 £15.99

27

Translations

Adichie,
Chimamanda
Ngozi

Amerykaana

Translation of 'Americanah'.

hb

9788381168076

Zysk i S-ka

20/11/2019 £16.99

28

Translations

Ahern, Cecelia

PS. Kocham cie
na zawsze

Translation of 'Postscript'.

pb

9788328707542

Muza

16/10/2019 £15.99

29

Translations

Croft, Kathryn

Poza kontrola

Translation of 'The Stranger within'.

pb

9788380536470

Burda

16/10/2019 £15.99

pb

9788328071476

W.A.B.

30/10/2019 £16.99

Filia

16/10/2019 £15.99

pb

9788380317499

Swiat ksiazki

26/10/2019 £14.99

30

Translations

Elsberg, Marc

Chciwosc

When mass protests against the unequal
distribution of goods and wealth erupt and
cause problems across the world, a Nobel
Prize winner wants to reveal his solution to
get things under control again. But before
his long-awaited speech, he dies in a car
crash. An exciting political thriller.
Translation from German.

31

Translations

Foley, Lucy

Morderca jest
wsrod nas

Translation of 'The hunting party'.

pb

9788380758780

32

Translations

Guven, Mahir

Starszy brat

Translation of 'Older brother'.

pb

9788381430791 Czarna Owca 30/10/2019 £14.99

33

Translations

Halls, Stacey

Czarownica ze
wzgorza

Translation of 'The Familiars'.

pb

9788381393683

Swiat ksiazki

16/10/2019 £15.99

34

Translations

Hendricks, Greer
& Sarah
Pekkanen

Anonimowa
dziewczyna

Translation of 'An Anonymous girl'.

pb

9788381167062

Zysk i S-ka

22/10/2019 £15.99
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35

Translations

Hofmann, Alice

Zasady magii

Translation of 'The Rules of magic'.

pb

9788381257343

Albatros

22/10/2019 £15.99

36

Translations

Iweala,
Uzodinma

Ani zlego slowa

Translation of 'Speak no evil'.

hb

9788366381971

Poznanskie

18/09/2019 £15.99

37

Translations

Kadish, Rachel

Ciezar atramentu

Translation of 'The Weight of ink'.

hb

9788380159822 Czarna Owca 13/11/2019 £16.99

A dark thriller set in Norway. A body found
in a river turns out to be that of a Polish
worker. The police decide to use
Norweski pacjent unconventional methods to find out what
really happened in the construction
company the man worked for. Translation
from Norwegian.

pb

9788308069431

Wydawnictwo
16/10/2019 £15.99
Literackie

38

Translations

Lenth, Lars

39

Translations

Louis, Edouard

Koniec z Eddym

English title: 'The End of Eddy'. Translation
from French.

pb

9788395352386

Pauza

07/10/2019 £15.99

40

Translations

Martin, George
R. R.

W domu robaka

Translation of 'In the house of The Worm'.

hb

9788381167611

Zysk i S-ka

15/11/2019 £13.99

41

Translations

Menasse,
Robert

Stolica

Translation of 'The Capital'.

hb

9788373926608 Noir sur Blanc 09/10/2019 £16.99

42

Translations

Montag,
Kassandra

Swiat po powodzi

Translation of 'After the flood'.

pb

9788327643247 Harper Collins 18/09/2019 £15.99

43

Translations

North, Alex

Szeptacz

Translation of 'The Whisper man'.

pb

9788328712508

Muza

16/10/2019 £15.99

44

Translations

Owens, Delia

Gdzie spiewaja
raki

Translation of 'Where the crawdads sing'.

pb

9788381392686

Swiat ksiazki

13/11/2019 £15.99

45

Translations

Porter, Max

Lanny

Translation from English.

pb

9788381167109

Zysk i S-ka

17/09/2019 £15.99
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46

Translations

Saadawi,
Ahmed

8

Frankenstein w
Bagdadzie

Translation of 'Frankenstein in Baghdad'.

hb

9788324048830

Znak

18/09/2019 £16.99

hb

9788324070244

Znak

13/11/2019 £14.99

47

Translations

Schmitt, EricEmmanuel

Felix i
niewidzialne
zrodlo

Twelve-year-old Felix is desperate. His
mother Fatou, who has a small and warm
bistro in Belleville, is very depressed.
Where did her wandering soul go? Is she
hiding in Africa, near her native village?
Translation from French.

48

Translations

Sinclair, Alex

Szoste pietro

Translation of 'The Day I lost you'.

pb

9788381691765

Proszynski
Media

17/10/2019 £15.99

49

Translations

Thomas, Bev

Terapeutka

Translation of 'A Good enough mother'.

pb

9788380758230

Filia

18/09/2019 £15.99

50

Translations

White, Christian

Dziecko znikad

Translation of 'The Nowhere child'.

pb

9788380159280 Czarna Owca 18/09/2019 £14.99

51

Teenage &
Young Adult

Crossan, Sarah

Tippi i ja

Translation of 'One'.

pb

9788381500302

Dwie Siostry

02/11/2019 £14.99

hb

9788366263574

Srebrny Las

07/10/2019 £14.99

52

Teenage &
Young Adult

Gessner,
Stephanie

53

Teenage &
Young Adult

Lawrence,
Patrice

54

Teenage &
Young Adult

Peetz, Monika

Lil April is 13 and has had more than
enough of having to share a room with her
Lil April: moje
siblings and dealing with her crazy parents.
zycie i inne takie To makes things worse, she's got a crush
on their new neighbour Dennis. Translation
from German.
Orangeboy

Translation from English.

pb

9788381542814 Zielona Sowa 02/10/2019 £14.99

Serce czasu

Lena finds an old clock left by her late
parents. When she accidentally turns it on,
she discovers things she could never
imagine existed.

hb

9788366263987

Butterfly

07/10/2019 £15.99
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55

Teenage &
Young Adult

Riggs, Ransom

Mapa dni

Translation of 'A map of days'.

hb

9788380086401 Media Rodzina 18/09/2019 £16.99

56

Children's
Fiction

Barnes, Brynne

Ksiazki nie maja
skrzydel

Translation of 'Books do not have wings'.

hb

9788324171002

Amber

02/12/2019 £11.99

57

Children's
Fiction

Bormans, Leo

Przyjazn:
opowiastki dla
dzieci

Friends are what we need to feel happy
and safe. This collection of stories shows
the meaning of true friendship and care.
Age 4+

hb

9788327104243

Papilon

16/10/2019 £15.99

58

Children's
Fiction

Bunting, Philip

Jak sie tu
znalezlismy?

Translation of 'How did I get here?'.

hb

9788381167765

Zysk i S-ka

19/11/2019 £13.99

59

Children's
Fiction

Butchart,
Pamela

Mopsiak tanczy
na lodzie

Translation of 'Pugly on ice'.

pb

9788381542494 Zielona Sowa 30/10/2019 £8.99

60

Children's
Fiction

Joly, Fanny

Crazy adventures of little Alinka - this time
Pralinka nie owija she's planning a journey to Paris to win a
w bawelne
machine to make the ugliest jumpers in the
world. Age 7+

hb

9788324051366

Znak

30/10/2019 £14.99

61

Children's
Fiction

Kim, Jean

Ksiezycowy krolik

Translation of 'Rabbit Moon'.

hb

9788381691802

Proszynski
Media

24/10/2019 £13.99

62

Children's
Fiction

Krolak, Agata

Mysli Teo

Little Teo wonders where his thoughts
come from. A beautifully illustrated
philosophical story for kids. Age 3+

hb

9788360402733

Hokus-Pokus

23/10/2019 £12.99

63

Children's
Fiction

Lang, Suzanne

Szym Panski ma
zly humor

Translation of 'Grumpy Monkey'.

hb

9788327104403

Papilon

16/10/2019 £11.99
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Ale komputery

A fascinating journey through the history of
computers, how they evolved from simple
counting machines to what we know and
use today. Age 8+

hb

9788328144798

Chlopiec znikad

Translation of 'Nowhere boy'.

hb

9788395343025

hb

9788327104755

Papilon

30/10/2019 £16.99

Translation of 'Merry Christmas, Hugless
Douglas'.

hb

9788324171255

Amber

15/11/2019 £12.99

Najwyzsza gora
swiata

A heart-warming book advising on how to
deal with trouble and the worries that we
all experience sometimes. Age 7+

hb

9788376727325

Literatura

09/10/2019 £11.99

Ryrych,
Katarzyna

Philo: kot w
drodze

When his owner falls ill, Philo the Cat calls
for help. The next thing he knows he is at
the vets and needs to figure out how to find
his beloved owner. Age 7+

hb

9788376727172

Literatura

11/10/2019 £11.99

Children's
Fiction

Sala, Felicita

Przy ulicy
Ogrodowej 10

Translation of 'What's cooking at 10
Garden Street?: recipes for kids from
around the world'.

hb

9788381544481 Zielona Sowa 30/10/2019 £13.99

Children's
Fiction

Thornton, Nicki

Hotel ostatniej
szansy

Translation of 'The Last Chance Hotel'.

pb

9788381542838 Zielona Sowa 11/12/2019 £13.99

64

Children's
Fiction

Lesniewski,
Michal

65

Children's
Fiction

Marsh,
Katherine

66

Children's
Fiction

McKee, David

67

Children's
Fiction

Melling, David

Swieta Misia
Tulisia

68

Children's
Fiction

Onichimowska,
Anna

69

Children's
Fiction

70

71

Elmer - najlepsze The best adventures of children’s' favourite
przygody
elephant - Elmer.

Egmont

15/10/2019 £17.99

16/10/2019 £13.99
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Various

Cala Polska
czyta dzieciom:
najpiekniejsze
opowiesci

A collection of the most beautiful fairytales
and bedtime stories.

hb

9788327104823

Papilon

30/10/2019 £15.99

Watson, Tom

Patykopies chce
hot doga

Translation of 'Stick Dog wants a hot dog'.

pb

9788366329157

Mamania

24/10/2019 £12.99

Witcher, Moony

Długa podróż
Garry'ego Hopa

Garry set out on a dangerous journey to
the island of Hunnia, where an old shaman
can help him find a cure for his mother's
illness. A fantasy story for children aged 7+

hb

9788366263857

Srebrny Las

07/10/2019 £13.99

Children's
Fiction

Zareba,
Wieslawa

O muchomorze,
który nie chciał
być trujący

Little mushroom is happy and caring, loved
by everyone in the forest. But one day he
changes. Can a little worm help everyone
understand what happened to their friend?
Age 4+

hb

9788365577054

Kameleon

15/11/2019 £11.99

76

Travel

Bartczak,
Magdalena

A land torn apart by dictatorship and
frequent natural disasters poses constant
Chile poludniowe
challenges for its inhabitants. A fascinating
work about life in southern Chile.

pb

9788328711761

Muza

25/09/2019 £15.99

77

Travel

Milczarek,
Michal

Donikad: podroze
na skraj Rosji

A story of journeys to the most remote
places in Russia in a search to better
understand life at the end of the world.

hb

9788380499331

Czarne

09/10/2019 £16.99

78

About Britain
& Ireland

Tinniswood,
Adrian

Brytyjska
monarchia od
kuchni

Translation of 'Behind the throne'.

hb

9788311157521

Bellona

24/10/2019 £16.99

Desmond, Tim

Jak pozostac
czlowiekiem w
tym pie*rzonym
swiecie

Translation of 'How to stay human in a
f*cked-up world'.

pb

9788327646835 Harper Collins 15/10/2019 £14.99

72

Children's
Fiction

73

Children's
Fiction

74

Children's
Fiction

75

79

Self-help
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Self-help

Lew-Starowicz,
Zbigniew

81

12

Ona. Pytania
intymne

All you need to know about female
sexuality.

pb

9788366219014

Czerwone i
Czarne

22/10/2019 £15.99

Self-help

Petitcollin,
Christel

Jak lepiej myslec

Do you tend to overthink things? With this
useful advice, you can learn how to better
control your thoughts and your
environment.

pb

9788366380172

Feeria

30/10/2019 £14.99

82

Parenting

BlazejewskaStuhr, Katarzyna

Zdrowe i pelne
energii dziecko

The dietician shares some useful tips on
how to keep your child's diet healthy and
balanced.

pb

9788381320924

Zwierciadlo

16/10/2019 £15.99

83

Parenting

Grzesiak,
Michalina

Krysia. Mala
ksiazka wielkich
spraw

The world as seen through the eyes of a 5year-old girl.

pb

9788366431041

Czwarta
Strona

30/10/2019 £15.99

84

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Altman, Mara

Obrzydliwa
anatomia

Translation of 'Gross anatomy'.

hb

9788366338876

Wydawnictwo
18/09/2019 £15.99
Kobiece

85

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Brennan-Jobs,
Lisa

Płotka

Translation of 'Small fry'.

hb

9788308069325

Wydawnictwo
02/10/2019 £16.99
Literackie

86

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Ernman, Beata
et al.

Sceny z zycia
rodzinnego

English title: 'Our house is on fire'.

hb

9788381109185

Sonia Draga

25/09/2019 £15.99

87

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Fazekas,
Andrew

Pod gwiazdami.
Przewodnik po
nocnym niebie

Translation of 'Backyard guide to the night
sky'.

pb

9788380536128

Burda

27/11/2019 £16.99

88

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Gardiner, Beth

Uduszeni

Translation of 'Choked'.

pb

9788366329478

Relacja

23/10/2019 £15.99

80
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89

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

George, Rose

Krew

Translation of 'Nine pints'.

pb

9788324055838

Znak

18/09/2019 £16.99

90

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Komendolowicz,
Iza

Rozwod po
polsku

Shocking, yet sometimes amusing stories
about divorce.

pb

9788328061644

W.A.B.

16/10/2019 £15.99

91

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Land, Stephanie

Sprzataczka

Translation of 'Maid'.

pb

9788380499430

Czarne

20/11/2019 £15.99

92

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Pasricha, Neil

Awesome.
Ksiega malych
cudownosci

Translation of 'The book of awesome'.

pb

9788380759190

Filia

13/11/2019 £15.99

93

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Pieprzyca,
Marcin

Ikar: legenda
Mietka Kosza

The fascinating story of Mietek Kosz - a
blind jazz musician - and his short life filled
with passion, emotions, but also many
challenges.

pb

9788326829482

Agora

16/10/2019 £15.99

94

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Sagan, Carl

Miliardy, miliardy

Translation of 'Cosmos'.

hb

9788381167833

Zysk i S-ka

12/11/2019 £17.99

95

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Strycker, Noah

Ptaki nie znaja
granic

Translation of 'Birding without borders'.

hb

9788328712447

Muza

16/10/2019 £16.99

96

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Strzelczyk,
Blazej

Moja zona
glaszcze jeze

Conversations with older couples about
how their feelings and relationships
changed over time and what they find to be
the key to being happy together.

hb

9788380499454

Czarne

27/11/2019 £15.99
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97

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Thompson, Clive

Koderzy

Translation of 'Coders'.

pb

9788324070091

Znak

02/10/2019 £16.99

98

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Wlekly, Miroslaw

Gareth Jones

The story of a journalist who revealed the
truth about the famine in Ukraine in the
30s.

hb

9788324055678

Znak

16/10/2019 £16.99

99

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Wohlleben,
Peter

Dotknij, poczuj,
zobacz

From the author of the bestselling 'The
Hidden life of trees', this new book invites
readers to explore their bond with nature.
Translation from German.

hb

9788381350167

Otwarte

30/10/2019 £15.99

100

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Wos, Rafal

Zimna
trzydziestoletnia

An insightful yet approachable analysis of
the 30 years of capitalism in Poland, and
the changes and impact they had on
society.

hb

9788327717405

Mando

06/11/2019 £15.99

See the Grant & Cutler website for many more titles, and in many more languages: www.grantandcutler.com
Download our regular catalogues of recent foreign fiction at www.grantandcutler.com
Browse the Foyles website for books on any subject: www.foyles.co.uk
Remember that we now carry large stocks of EFL titles and readers in English.

GRANT & CUTLER at FOYLES
107 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2H 0DT, United Kingdom
grantandcutler@foyles.co.uk, www.grantandcutler.com
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ABOUT GRANT & CUTLER AT FOYLES
Established in 1936, and now part of iconic bookseller Foyles, Grant & Cutler has the largest selection of foreign language books in the UK. Our range
includes children's books, popular fiction and classics, translations, language-learning materials, dictionaries and reference, topic-based guides and books
on culture, politics and history.
With access to the Foyles stock of more than 200,000 titles, we can now supply books on any subject and not just foreign languages. We carry large
stocks of EFL titles and English readers.
A selection of the languages on offer
Albanian, Arabic, Bengali, Bulgarian, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Farsi, Finnish, French, German, Gujarati, Hungarian, Italian, Kurdish, Lithuanian,
Norwegian, Panjabi, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Somali, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil, Turkish, Urdu, Vietnamese, Yoruba.

ABOUT THIS LIST
This list provides a selection of recently published Polish books, including translations into Polish, and is in fact the list we would have supplied to
OCLC for their CILLA service. Titles are listed on our websites and can be ordered there.

PRICES & DISCOUNTS
Prices are given in British pounds and are correct at the time of cataloguing. They may change due to increases by publishers and to fluctuations in
exchange rates.
Libraries will receive a discount of 20% on all orders from this catalogue.

HOW TO PAY
We accept payment by Mastercard/Visa; cheque in GBP or bank transfer. Libraries and other institutions will normally receive credit terms.

HOW TO ORDER
Orders can be placed by email, mail, phone, fax, on our websites or by EDI (Nielsen Booknet).

STANDING ORDER PLANS
Keep your readers coming back with hot-off-the-press novels sent to you on a regular basis. We can set up a monthly, quarterly or bi-annual standing
order plan tailored to suit your individual requirements. To discuss a plan, contact Barbara Berezowska (barbara.berezowska@foyles.co.uk).
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SHOWROOM VISITS
You are welcome to visit us at Foyles, to browse and choose items from our extensive range of foreign language books, and from the whole of the
Foyles range. Refreshments are provided and our staff are on hand to advise or recommend. Your selection will then be invoiced and sent to you.

CATALOGUES
Titles in our fiction catalogues have descriptions. Other catalogues include language-learning materials and dictionaries in Russian, Arabic, languages of
the Orient, Western, Eastern and Central Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia. We also produce a catalogue of dictionaries suitable for use in an
English as an additional language context.

BOOK SERVICING
Book jackets, barcodes, date labels, stamps and spine labels are all available as part of our service; prices on request.

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES
Our subscription service provides a direct link to Europe. Your newspapers, magazines and journals arrive direct from the country of publication but
with the convenience of a single invoice from Grant & Cutler. Subscriptions run for a year. A list of available titles can be found on our website.

MARC RECORDS
UKMARC and MARC21 records are available free to BDS subscribers for most of our titles. However we regret that they are not available for books
in our Urdu, Tamil, Farsi, Gujarati and similar lists.
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SOME COMMENTS FROM LIBRARY CUSTOMERS







...but having seen the increase in issues that using the expertise of G&C can bring… (London Borough of Greenwich Libraries)
I will definitely be recommending Grant and Cutler to any other of the regional development officers as well as libraries in Wales (Powys Regional
Development Office)
I looked through the books and they look wonderful. I am very impressed with the selection and service of your company. I had placed orders with several
companies in the US before I placed the order with you and yet your books came first (Ann Arbor District Library, USA).
…thanks for arranging the order of Polish books a couple of months ago. I am very pleased how that worked out and I would like to ask if I could arrange for
more Suppliers selections in other languages (Oxford Central Library)
Hello Helen, I had a very successful visit on Thursday - no doubt you are busy working your way through them now! (Reading Libraries)
Just a quick email to say how pleased I am with the stock that you and your staff have selected for us. The books in Polish in particular are flying off the
shelves and are just right for our readers! Many thanks for all your hard work. (a public librarian)

CONTACT
Barbara Berezowska: barbara.berezowska@foyles.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)20 3206 2641, Fax: +44 (0)20 7434 1580

GRANT & CUTLER at FOYLES
107 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2H 0DT, United Kingdom
grantandcutler@foyles.co.uk, www.grantandcutler.com

